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Abstract-m this paper, we investigate the problem of stabilization of homogeneous bilinear 
systems. We show that if a bilinear system is locally asymptotically stabilizable by a state feedback 
law, then it becomes globally asymptotically stabilizable by some feedback law with the same upper 
bound. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have investigated the feedback stabilization of nonlinear systems, see for in- 
stance [l-S]. 
In [5] the author gave a sufficient condition which permits us to stabilize an homogeneous 
nonlinear system (called Lyapunov condition and this condition was weakened in Theorem 2). 
The author in [6] showed that any homogeneous nonlinear system i = f(z) in llP with f(0) = 0 
and which is locally asymptotically stable admits an homogeneous Lyapunov function V such 
that (g(z), f(z)) < 0, Vlx # 0 (( ,) denotes the euclidian scalar product of RF) and then, 
in particular, 2 = f(z) becomes globally asymptotically stable. As a consequence, the author 
showed that if an homogeneous nonlinear system ? = f(s,u) s locally asymptotically stable by 
means of an homogeneous feedback law U(X), then it can be globally asymptotically stabilizable 
by adding an integrator. 
In [8] the author proves that if a real analytic two-dimensional affine system 5 = X(s) + uY(z) 
is small time locally controllable at the origin with X(0) = 0, then there exists a continuous 
feedback control which stabilizes the system locally asymptotically at the origin. 
Here we show that if an homogeneous bilinear system is locally asymptotically stabilizable by 
means of a feedback law U(Z) not necessarily homogeneous, then there exists a bounded feedback 
law G(x) which stabilizes globally asymptotically the system. 
This paper is organized as follows: In the second section, we show that if an homogeneous 
bilinear system is locally asymptotically stabilizable, then the domain of asymptotic stability can 
be made as large as we want via some feedback law. 
In the third section, we construct some feedback law (using a particular partition of the unity) 
which makes the system globally asymptotically stable. 
The fourth section is devoted to some remarks and extensions of this work. 
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2. LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY IMPLIES 
ALMOST GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY 
Let us consider the homogeneous bilinear system (C): 
k(t) = Ax(t) + &i(t) .&x(t) = Ax(t) + u(t>Ba:(t), 0.1) 
i=l 
where z(t) E W, u(t) = (q(t),uz(t), . . . , um(t))T E JP, A and Bi are n x n matrices, B = 
[Bl,Bz,..-,B,l. 
In the sequel, if V(Z) is a feedback law, C(V) denotes the closed-loop system k = Ax + v(x)Bx. 
HYPOTHESIS (Hl). Assume that (C) is locally asymptotically stabilizable at the origin 0 by 
means of a feedback law u(z). 
C(U) denotes the locally asymptotically stable closed-loop system: 
k(t) = Ax(t) + zL(z(t))Bz(t) (1.2) 
Consider a Lyapunov function V of C(U) (by Massera’s Theorem 14* [7], such a function exists). 
V satisfies: 
(a) V is Coo function and V(x) 2 f(llxll) for some f : Et+ --+ R+ a strictly increasing function 
with f(0) = 0 and ,li’poof(~) = -too. 
(b) There exists a neighborhood Uo of 0 s.t.: Vlx E Vo, \{O}; (g(x), (A + u(x)B)x) < 0. 
Denote by Bv(e) the set {x,x E IV, V(x) < E} for some E > 0 such that Bv(E) c UO and 
aBv(c) = (2,~ E IP‘, V(x) = c}. 
LEMMA 1. ALMOST GLOBAL STABILIZATION. Let R > 0 be any &red positive real, and set 
us = u(W). Under assumption (H1): 
(i) The system C(UR) makes RBv(E) = {Rz/z E Bv(c)} positively invariant. 
(ii) C(UR) restricted to RBv(c) is asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a trajectory of C(UR) issued from x E RBv(c) at t = 0. It suffices to prove 
that &c(t) remains in Bv(E). Since z(0) = q belongs to Bv(E) and since, by construction, 
Bv(e) is positively invariant for the system i = [A + u(z)B] z for z(0) E Bv(c), ix(t) remains 
in Bv(e). In the same manner, E&x(t) = 0 for x(0) E Bv(E). I 
REMARK 1. 
(i) zEssuvqL) IlWtNll = fi;;,,, Il~~(~c(~)>ll~ 
(ii) Set V&z) = RV (W), th en V R is a Lyapunov function for C(UR). 
A neighborhood U of ze is a starlike neighborhood of x0 if: Vlx E 24, the interval [x0, Z] C Lf. 
NOTATION. Let k = (I~,kz,...,k,) E N”. Then 
Ik( = -&ki E N 
i=l 
CWV dlkl V 
p= &~‘dx~. . .8x4 ’ 
where V is a differentiable function: Wn --+I& In the sequel, we need homogeneous polynomials 
ofdegrees k, k+l, . . . . k +p E N and we shall denote them by 9, %+I, . . . , %+p, and we shall 
use the following Taylor’s expansion around the origin: 
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Let V : Rn -R be a CM function with V(0) = 0. Then 
v(x) = Pk (xc) + pk+l (x) + ’ ’ ’ + pk+p(x) + Qk+p+&) 77(X), 
where (P$)k<i<k+p and Qk+p+l are homogeneous polynomials of respective degrees i, k 5 i 5 k+p 
and k + p +-land q is a C” function. 
A function f : IP -W is said to be positive (respectively positive definite) near the origin 
if there exists a neighborhood U of 0 s.t. Vx E U; f(x) 2 0 (respectively f(x) > 0; V z E U \ 0). 
The following lemma will be used in the Section 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a Lyapunov function of C(u) satisfying (a) and (b) and assume that in the 
above Taylor’s expansion of V, there exists Pk, . . . , Pk+P such that: 
(i) Pi is positive near the origin for k < i 5 k + p 
k+p 
(ii) C Pi p t is osi ive definite near the origin. 
i=k 
Then there exists f. > 0 such that Bv(q,) c UO and such that Bv (CO) is a starlike nejghborhood 
of the origin. 
PROOF. The proof is based on the following remarks: 
. v(S)=Pk(x)+Pk+l(x)+.” + pk+p(x) + Qk+p+dX)V(Z) and 
v(h) = XkPk(z)+Xk+1Pk+l(x)+.“+Xk+PPk+p(Z)+Xk+P+1Qk+p+l(Z) [v(z) + fj(@z). (A - 1)x] 
for some 8; 1 5 9 5 X, and ii a continuous function. 
l VP E [0, 11, 3 > 0, Vx E B(0, P) \ {O}, c:z’=, pk+i(z) 2 +IIk+P. 
Indeed, 
%’ pk+i(x) 
c- = f: L %+i (fi) 
izo l141k+p izo l141p-i 
Now, using the positivity of Pk+i and the fact that ~~z~~ < 1: 
(2.1) 
(2.1) becomes from the fact that c%, %+i is positive definite. 
. 3c > o;vX E R”, jQk+p+l(X)l < CllXI[k+p+l. (2.2) 
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that there exists co > 0 such that, if x and Z E aBv(eo) 
with 3 = Xx, X 2 1, then X = 1. 
Assume that: 
VE > 0, 3x E lRn, 3 > 1, such that V(x) = V(Xz) = C. (A) 
Now, V(x) = V(Xx) implies: 
f: (1 - Xk+i)Pk+i(x) = (A ‘+‘+I - 1)Qk+p+1(X)7(x) + ~k+P+‘&k+p++)~(@s) * (A - 1)x, 
i=o 
hence, 
I= -(A k+p+l - l)&k+,+l(X)Q(z) - x”+‘+‘(x - l)Q/s+,+lb>3(e~> . z 
If=, (xk+i - l)pk+i(x) 
or 
1 = - @;:;A’) Qk+p+l(X)Vtx) - ~k+p+‘&k+,+d~)~(~~) * 2 
cf=, (c;:;-‘xj) pk+i(s) ’ 
(B) 
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By assumption (A), we can choose sequences (E&&V, (z&N and (Xn)nE~*, such that 
lim en = 
n-+oo 
0 and V(zn) = V(X,z,) = e,, An > 1 and (B) becomes: 
~ 1 < & I(k +p+ l)x:++p+r Qk+p+&)[ 1’,‘(%)1+ &lAnz,II I%+p+l&k+p+r(%)I lii(&x)l 
Cbo An k+i-lpk+&r,) 
+.l<IQ k+p+lo(dn)l b?(Ga)l + b”nGall IQk+p+lh%)l lii(eGdl 
C;c, Pk+i(kn) 7 
since X, > 1 and the Pj’s Me locally positive, 




Cr and Cz being given by (2.2) and (2.1). 
Since V(z,) = V(X,z,) = en + 0 and 1 5 B 5 X,, the right hand side tends to zero. This 
contradicts (A). I 
3. GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY 
In what follows, we shall construct a smooth feedback law which stabilizes globally ssymptot- 
ically the system C on llP under the assumption (Hl) and the starlikeness of some &(co) c Ue. 
In the sequel, the following notations will be used: 
l C$(O,cr, cc) is the set {x,x E llP,cr 5 V(x) I ~0) with 0 < er < EO (cc defined in 
Lemma 1). 
l 70 is the Lipschitz constant of U(Z) on B”(Q). 
E lK’_ (since Cv(O,cr,~e) C Us \ (0)). 
that: 
(a) 0 = rio < 1 < rio+r < &, < rio+p < *f. < ri < &_r < ri+r < Ri < ri+2 < Ri+l < 
. . . and (&+I - Ri)i>g is a bounded sequence. 
- (b) lir_& = +oo 
(d) The f&nily (Ci)~i, is defined by: 
C, = {z, z = Rz; 0 I R < R,,; V(z) = co} 
Ci = {cc, z = Rz; ri < R < Ri; V(z) = co} for i > ic. 
(Ci)ilio is then an open covering of Wn which satisfies: Ci n Cj = 0 if Ii - jl >_ 2 and 
CiflCj #0if Ii-j1 5 1 
(e) & c Cv(O,cr,co) for i > is and &Go c Bv(cc). 
l Let Xi’be the Cm partition of unity subo?dinate to the above open covering. 
THEOREM 1. With the above construction, the feedback law 
ii(x) = ‘11 
makes the system (C) globally asymptotically stable. 
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PROOF. Let us prove that the origin is an attractor. 
Let z(t) be a trajectory of C(6) and assume that z(O) E Ci \ G-1 with i > ie (if i = is, see 
the end of the proof). Consider the function VR~ defined in Remark 1. The following calculation 
holds on Ci \ C+1: 
$ (VA%(~(~))) = 
&+I - Ri 




+I), (A + fi(z)B) z < 0. 
XECi\Ci_, >) 
This gives rise to: 
(A) The vector field (A + ii(z)B) z evaluated on the external boundary a+Ci = {Riz/V(z) = 
~0) points iny;d Ci, since d+Ci coincides with R$B,( ~0) = {Z/I&~ (z) = &co}. 
(B) SUP 
XECi\Ci_l cc 
$+), (A + ii(z)B) z 
>> 
< 0. 
Now, (A) and (B) imply that there exists ti > 0 such that z(ti) E G-1 (since Ci \&_I is 
compact). 
By induction, there exists a tj > tl such that z(tj) E Ci,. 
In the same way as for Ci, replacing VR, by V& , we obtain: 
(A’) The vector fieli$A, + ii(z)B) x evaluated on d+Ci, points inward Ci,. 
(R’) SUP 
cc 
--$+),(A+~~(z)B)x < 0. 
xECi,nCi,+l >) 
This implies that Ci, is positively invariant and there exists tj+i > tj such that for any t > tj+l, 
z(t) E Ci, \ &,+I (since Ci, n &,,+I is a compact subset of F). 
The restriction to Ci, \ CiO+i Of xi, (resp. 6) is equal to 1 (resp. U&,). 
Now, applying Lemma 1, FE s(t) = 0. I w 
4. SOME REMARKS 
In Sections 2 and 3, if we do not choose an 6s such that BV(EO) is a starlike neighborhood of 
the origin, then the trajectory can go down through the isocline of RiV(o/&) and, at the same 
time, go from Ci-i \Ci into Ci. thus, the trajectory is escaping the origin instead of going toward 
the origin. That of course can occur because we get pintersections, p > 2, between the “rings” 
CI instead of only P-intersections. 
Now, let us consider the nonhomogeneous system: i = (A + uB)a: + UBO. 
Let zc be an equilibrium point of (4.1); this means that 
Ax0 = 0 
Bzo + B. = 0. 
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Then if the system is locally asymptotically stabilizable in a neighborhood of zs, then it can 
be globally asymptotically stabilizable at x0. 
In fact, the system (4.1) can be steered by the transformation E = z - xc to the system 
f = AZ + uBz and we find again the studied case. 
This method can also be extended to the homogeneous systems of the form: 
Liz = X(x) + Y(x), 
where X(z) and Y(z) satisfy: 3r > 0; VA E W; X(h) = X7X(x) and Y(Ax) = XrY(x). 
Assume that X(0) = Y(0) = 0 and that (4.2) is asymptotically stabilizable at x = 0 by means 
of a feedback law u(z). Take B”(q) as in Section 2, the feedback law UR(Z) = u(z/R) makes 
RBv(eo) the domain of attraction of the oigin and positively invariant by the construction of VR 
ad Bv(co). 
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